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A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE PROJECT
UNITED COMMUNITY SERVICES OF AMERICA began operations in 1974. In the beginning, the
company was United Community Services (UCS), a marketing promotion company that touted a
very unique concept known as THE COUPON CARD. THE COUPON CARD preceded the
Discover Card and combined the features and benefits of discount buying, store rebates, cash back
credit card, savings stamps and coupon savings ... all rolled into one super consumer marketing promo
tion.
The COUPON CARD promotion offered a myriad of great benefits to both the consumer and the
store merchants. UCS would earn its income by uniting the consumer and the merchant. It was an
ambitious project and difficult to get off the ground. UCS recruited a major investor and the company
name was changed to UCS of America (UCSA). Soon after making sizeable financial commitments,
for reasons still unknown, the investor reneged on his word, and withdrew financial support from the
project. UCSA was forced to suspend operations.
UCS of America (UCSA) was revived in 1988 to market a continuing line of technologies being
developed by inventor/promoter, Dennis Lee. Mr. Lee developed the final improved version of the
world's most efficient heat pump in 1985. The "Super Heat Pump" , as it became known, was first
marketed by a small group of merchants. That small group, many years later, has now expanded into a
nationwide network of 2,000 dealerships with representation in every state throughout the USA.
Today United Community Services of America,Inc. has in place 2,000 dealerships and will never
issue another dealership anywhere in the world! The UCSA dealers, for the most part, have waited
very patiently for the completion of highly unique state-of-the-art technologies. Each product coming
forth, alone, has the potential of changing entire industries to make leading products in those indus
tries obsolete. Some of UCSA's technologies are capable of changing the world. Given the potential
impact of UCSA's technologies and realizing that the world in which we do business is jealous of its
products and markets, patience has been a necessary virtue for the entire dealer network.
There are presently about a dozen UCSA products on the market. Though not as "threatening" as
some of the technologies soon to be released, each provides features, benefits, and advantages over
existing products and technologies that now dominate major consumer, commercial and industrial
markets. A significant portion of those who have activated their UCSA dealerships have already
begun successfully marketing this first group of products.
As you study the following display of technologies it will become evident that much of what you are
seeing is "highly sensitive" and proprietary. It represents only a small portion of the technologies that
continue to be developed and funded by Better World Technologies (BWT). Better World
Technologies, owned by Dennis Lee, is a technical organization involved in developing, researching,
locating and funding cutting edge technologies primarily in the field of energy and environment.
BWT researches and develops technology exclusively for the UCSA dealer network.
Among the numerous public awareness materials available regarding this project is a book called "The
Alternative" written By Dennis Lee. It provides the complete history of this project from the begin
ning and explains how United Community Services of America, Inc. and Better World Technologies,
Inc. came into being. Everyone is encouraged to read it!

If persistence is truly the key to victory then our victory is inevitable! (Dennis Lee)
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BWT MISSION STATEMENT

Everybody is constantly talking about building a new world. At Better World
Technologies, we do not want a NEW world, we want a BETTER world. Technology is
vital to our humanity, community, enlightenment, welfare, comfort, progress, safety,
liberty, enjoyment of life, health ... Where would mankind be without the technical
advancements of the ages? What society does not look back to previous times and
wonder how they got by without their present day technologies? Even societies that
want a more simple life use technology. Sometimes it is the interference of leaders and
cohorts that deny the people the advancements they could have. An unenlightened
people are more easily controlled, thus the insecurity of some leaders becomes the
greatest obstacle to the true progress of their people. This is not leadership. The heros
of progress of the past and now the present are not anxious for progress that may upset
their position in the social order of the society they are exploiting. Well over half of
the peoples of the planet are living centuries of development behind the rest. The lack
of progress in one part of the globe does effect the welfare of the people in other parts
of the globe. Pollution, disease, territorial ambitions, are just a few examples of how
interwoven all aspects of humanity truly are, and how dramatically the enlightenment
(or lack of it) on the part of one group can effect the welfare of another. The bible
states that the truth will set us free. There is to us no greater sin than the deliberate
suppression of a technology that could uplift all mankind, especially in favor of the
preservation of a technology that is insufficient for the needs 'of the public (and which
may even be harmful to that population). It is our belief that all creativity comes from
God. Man does not invent, he discovers. He is given vision to share with others. To lift
them up and improve the world in which we all live. To bring forth the creativity that
has been revealed to us by our creator is the ultimate expression of what makes us
unique in the creation. To profit by making all those in our society better off than they
were is, to us, very honorable. Our pledge is to be strong enough never to suppress and
always do all we can to advance a technology that has been revealed by God to those
inventors ... to never disrespect the creativity of such an inventor... to have the courage
to move on with development even if it means we must retool or otherwise restructure
our existing ways of exploiting a previous technical advancement of ourS... to have the
courage to face the suppression of technology by others no matter how powerful they
seem to be ... to do all that is in our power to help other visionaries that seek primarily
to build a better world. We will not deal in fear or dishonor. We will have the charac
ter to stand up for the truth, and we are convinced it will, indeed, set us free ...
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BElTER WORLD TECHNOLOGY HAS BEEN WORKING TO BUILD
AND REBUILD A WHOLE LINE OF ENGINES THAT CAN ADVANCE
ENGINE TECHNOLOGY TO WHERE IT SHOULD ALREADY BE...
If someone were to graph the development of the internal combustion engine since its inception, it
would have gone up a little at first, leveled off, and then practically flat lined out by now. Likewise,
chart the progress of the computer since the inception of that device and get a straight line to heaven.
Why? The industry has been tightly controlled by industrialists with political allies that have exploited
mainly the automobile. The key to overcoming this stronghold is public enlightenment to individual
alternatives and making these alternatives available to the public. We are developing a wide array of
options all of which will dwarf anything the media is promoting on behalf of the Big-Three car makers,
but we have the advantage of being able to merely modify or replace the engines in the existing cars.
We figure that for the usual cost of replacing any engine, we can offer car owners an engine that
could last over 500,000 miles (maybe a million) on one rebuild; not require any oil changes ever again
outside of the engine rebuild; and run pollution free without the owner ever again having to pay for
any gasoline, diesel, or costly electricity! Cars and jet planes can even be powered using only tap
water as the fuel. Other things can be done with these unique engines for stationary functions every
bit as important to the lives of people as the applications involving vehicles. (This will be shown a
little further on in this brochure).
The Fischer Engine (a purely liquid engine cycle) ...

The Fischer Single or Double Stroke Engine •..

This Fisc heJ engine i ~ 6 inches diameter and II inches long (the
barrel in the midJk is the actual engine). It requites no exhaust, makes
no noise, burns nothing, prov ides 80 horsepower, and weighs only a
felV pounds.

This is a high rorque, low RPM engine. It does not operate on the sa me
RPM of the internal combust ion engine. It has slower mure udiberatc
power. For an automobile, it would require a change in tr,u1SInission and
drive ttain.

Brauer Engine double exhaust...

Brauer Engine destroys a torque wrench .. .

(See same thing as single exhaust · E20) Erik Brauer (tace car driver and
BWT reseatcher) sought to modify existing internal engines to run with·
out any type of combustion. He is developing a high torque high RPM
engine that would require simple modifi cations to make your existing
engine run with no gasoline.

This 31 8 cu. in. Chrysler engine could normally get 85 f[# of torque run·
ning on [11'0 of the 8 cylinders. Only two cylinders were modified ... it
destroyed a torque wrencn. With all 8 cylinders it could get 1500 ft.# of
mrque. A huge Mack Truck uses about 1500 to 1700 ft.# of torque.
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New Engine Block Modification ...

Brauer Closed
Loop Engine ...
Erik Brauer modi
fied a four cylinder
engine. This time it

was a closed loop,
which means it runs

with no exhaust
(and no noise). The
controls at the top
of the engine mod
ulate the speed of
the engine like a
foot pedal would.

Our researchers are working on a concept to enable u~

to

modify existing

internal combustion engines to run with no gasoline, diesel, or direct

electricity but ramer on heat harmless ly extracted from the air at no
operating costs.

Brauer Closed Loop Engine ...

UCSA Browns gas engine ...

TI,e Bmutr modified engine ran noiselessly in i1 closed loop at
Philadelphia in front of thousands of witnesses, but it had problems with
seals and "alving. We could not yet demonstrate high rorque or RPM
with the closed loop.

When Browns Gas in a cylinder is exposed to a spark, it implodes. The
sroichiometric mixture of hydrogen to oxygen is perfectly halanced, but
when air is added with a spark an explosion occurs. An internal combus
tion engine can thus be made ro run using water as the fuel.

UCSA Brown gas engine running ...

Browns gas engine 1976 ...

We ran a four cylinder engine at the show in Philadelphia in front of
thousands of witnesses on Browns Gas (pure water) and Dennis Lee
even drank the water that came out of the exhaust. Imagine powering

Believe it or nor, Professor Brown (partner with BWT on all applica
tions of Browns Gas for rhe USA and Canada) ran a car on Browns Gas
(water) in Australia in 1976. Th is is the engine he ran. He cia.imed 100
MPG of waeer'

yo ur car on water.
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Water Powered
Jet Engine

Electro Magnetic Engine Cycle ...

A pulsed field
Hydrogen
Separator can sepa
rate Hydrogen from
water to use as fuel
for a jet, as well as
drive the generator
that excites the
field. Imagine a
flight from New
York to Los
Angeles on one
tank of water.

Most six cylinder engines have on ly 160 pounds of comprc» ion firing
every other RPM. This 6 cyl inder Flywheel MotOr with opposing crank
fires 12 magners each revolution for a 12 to 3 ratio above any 6 cy linder
gasoline engine.

Electro-Magnetic Flywheel Powered Golf Cart ...

Electro-Magnetic Engine (engine close-up) ...

An impruveJ one horsepower Flywheel MotOr runs this go lf cart at 12
miles per hour. It wou ld ord inarily rake a 3-5 horsepower motOr to
achieve the same speed.

This is a 5 Horsepower Flywheel Motor thar powers a Oeo Prism veh i
cle at 40-42 MPH on the street using only two 12 volt barteries. On ly 24
volts,9 amps, and 2,160 watts (138 less than a 3 horsepower motor) to
power this car.

-.... ......

Hydraulic motors on all four wheels ...

Electro-Magnetic Car .. .

~

This chevy OEO Prism is powered by two J 2 vult batteries and will go
up to 42 miles per hour. A 6 cylinder gasoline engine fires on only three
cycles of its rotation. This motor fires all 12 magnets each revolution.

Why not put a hydraulic motor on each of the whee ls of a four wheel
vehicle) The hydraulic fluid can be controlled and sent to the wheels
you wish to have power. Want four wheel drive, front wheel drive, rear
wheel drive)
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Heat Engines on all four wheels ...

Electric motors on all four wheels ...
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Pur [he power where it is needed when it is needed. The momen tum of
the wheels can also be exploited on [he downhill side of (he equation.
An Electric Generator or storage can be ma intai ned elsewhere on the
vehicle.

We are developing the worlds most efficient thermal storage dev ice and
the worlds most effic ient heat engines. Why nOt put heat engines (possi
ble with RPM am pliflers ) and small Hot Boxes at each whee l)

DENNIS LEE DEVELOPED THE WORLD'S MOST EFFICIENT HEAT
PUMP USING A UNIQUE APPROACH TO REFRIGERATION THAT
EFFECTIVELY AND HARMLESSLY COAXES ENERGY RIGHT OUT OF
ANY WEATHER SITUATION (NIGHT OR DAY) THROUGH TEMPERA..
TURE DIFFERENTIAL. IT IS CALLED LOW TEMPERATURE PHASE
CHANGE...
The Super heat pump was called THE ALTERNATIVE. The operating efficiencies far outperform any
thing made by C arrier, Trane, General Electric, Westinghouse, Borg Warner, Lennox, or any of the huge
companies that make the conventional heat pump. This is n ot an ordinary heat pump. It can also air con
dition like a heat pump, but it has none of the disadvantages of other heat pumps (like a defrost cycle,
leaks, or forced convection). It just maximizes the energy that can be taken from the environment day or
night, in sun, wind, snow, rain, or any weather. BWT distributes replacement refrigerants that are totally
organic and that do absolutely no damage to the environment or to the ozone layer. They are not even
regulated by the EPA. BWT has since even developed a unit that will air condition without any need for
any type of refrigerant at all. It will also be the world's most efficient air compressor as well as a freon free
air conditioner. Compressed air can then be made to power any air operated device inexpensively.
Super Heat Pump applications ...

Super Heat Pump diagram ...

Dennis Lee developed the most efficient Heat Pump in the world. It is
called THE ALTERNATIVE. and gets e.O.P.s as high as 12 to 1.
Thousands of them were made and installed throughout the USA. It is a
proven technology.

The primary advantages of THE ALTERNATIVE is the mass ive evapo
rator plates (that never need defrosti ng), the massive condenser to
process the 50 pounds of ref6gerant charged in a 3 HP unit, and the TX
va lving.
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Evaporator panels on side of house ...

C.O.P. Comparison Chart ...

PERFORMANCE COEFFICIENT
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o Heat Pump

Convent ional Heat PUmps get an average COP of 2 to 1. Electric resis
tance heaters (like water heaters) get 1 to 1. Even costly Ground Source
heat pumps on ly get 4 to 1. Blil' THE ALTERNATIVE can get as high as
12 to J and gets an average of 6 to 1 (2 to 1 below O°F)

Evaporator panels in tower array ...

-

The panels are placed anywhere and on any angle as long as the sun,
wind, rain, and air can touch them. 8 panels 8 xl make up a two sided
surface that provides almost 400 square feet of surface for heat transfer
from the ai r.

Evaporator panels in rack design ...

The panels can be installed in a tower design [hat helps air flow and
exposure to the elements. Experts can see by the frost pattern how the
refrigerant is well distributed. Ice or frost build up does not alter the
pand surface area.

The panels can be put into a rack design so the processor can he placed
under them and the unit can be portable. In this design. the unit can
come pre-charged with refrigerant and thus avoid custom charging on
the job.

THE ALTERNATIVE heat
exchanger ...

THE ALTERNATIVE processor ...

The hot refrigerant is sem form
the compressor to a heat
exchanger that is placed in the
heating ducts for force.d alr
homes. Air blowing through
the duct is heated. Water can
be rmd e hot to circulate in a
different exchanger.

This is the part that goes into a home. The processor will fit into a foot
locker box 2 x 3 x 2 and needs no monthly, weekly, or dally malnte
nance. It can be put under a stair, in a closet, or in the boiler/furnace
room out of sight.
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THE ALTERNATIVE processor close up ...

THE ALTERNATIVE commercial unit ...

The processor is really vcrI' simple witb nothing to maima in. The com
pressor needs to be replaced form ti me to time (one unit ran over twelve
years on the original compre"",r).

Larger units can be made to provide commercial heat or hot water. It is
the most effic ient commercial hot water hearer in the wodd beating
even conventional solar hot wa ter heaters. We offer a Free Tri al to CO lll '
mercia lusers.

HC-12 a and HC-22a ...

HC-12a • HC-22a"
NATURAL ORGANIC
REFRIGERANTS

New HC· 12a and HC· 22a
refrigerants ...

Freon 12 was recentl y banned .
Refrigeration experts will agree
that 134a (the replacement) is
a terrible refrigerant that they
hate. R-12a is the One we se ll
to replace R-l34a. A look at
the enthalpy charts show why.

Refrigeration technicians loved
R· 12 refrigerant. HC- 12a am
more like R· 12 than R·12. HC
22a ;, mnre like R-l2. These
arc not controlled hI' the
E.P.A. They do not do any

~.:.
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Air conditioner with no refrigerant ...

THE ALTERNATIVE demo model.. .

One BWT researcher is making <1n air conditioner that will not need
any refri genu\ts at all to condition the air or refrigcrJ-tc. the compressor
will be the most effi cient One in the world and it will even make com
pressed air.

This is H small two panel hot water unit that we usc at shows to Jemlln
strate TH E ALTERNATIVE. The panel gets ice cold and the cold refrig
erant goes to the compressor where it comes our hor to heat exchange
hot water.
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MAKING FREE ELECTRICITY AND PUMPING WATER FOR FARMERS
AT NO OPERATING COST CAN BE DONE USING LOW TEMPERA..
TURE PHASE CHANGE TO EXTRACT ENERGY RIGHT FROM THE
ENVIRONMENT (EVEN TAPPING INTO THE GRAVITATIONAL AND
MAGNETIC FORCES OF THE EARTH TO ENHANCE OR ALSO
ACCOMPLISH THE PROCESS)...
Engines do other things besides powering vehicles. Some functions for engines or motors are stationary.
Pumps, electric generators, and compressors are just a few of the devices powered by stationary engines.
The nicest thing about our engines is that we have developed environmentally and consumer friendly
engines and motors. Through the combination of all our technologies, we plan to bring total energy
independence to the public. All the engines we discussed earlier can drive generators to make electric
ity or pumps to pump water, but the idea (at least at first) is to get the energy to run these engines from
either a Low Temperature Phase Change (refrigeration process), magnetic energy or gravity. Everyone
can have their own electric generator that makes ALL of their power at no operating cost from energy
harmlessly extracted from the environment outside their homes (even in a snow blizzard at night) .
Farmers can pump water, or make electricity, absolutely free. The heat pump is so efficient, that it can
run even a Rankine cycle as long as the COP is above 5 to 1. That process is called the LTPC GENER
ATOR (OR FARM PUMP). Of course, the real winner is when we combine the efficiencies of the Super
heat pump with the Fischer cycle engine that needs no condenser at all, but can use any liquid as the
working fluid. This combination will extract energy from the air outside at any temperature anywhere
on the earth (day or night) to power the Fischer engine that drives a generator, car, pump or any
mechanical device at absolutely no operating cost at all! Of course, when you can get free electricity,
there is no limit to what can be done... you can do it all!

LTPC Farm Pump ...

Original LTPC Generator ...

The Super Heat Pump can
make hot refrigerant very
effici ently from ambient, and
cold water from the ground
on Its way to the crops can

cool the gas down [Q repeat
the work cycle that pumps
the water and drives the
compressor. The crops get
'Iuke \\'arm water for free.

The worlds first Low Temperature Electric Genemtor ran all day and all
night as long as there was a heat source of ZOO°F and cool lake water
(our Super Heat Pump makes over ZOOop from ambient day and night all
year long),
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LTPC Commercial Generator ...

Another view of the Commercial LTPC Generator •••

Usmg the Rankine Cycle of the LTPe concept we put a big flywheel on
rhe shaft to smooth out the cycles of the Generator to make free elec
tricity using the cold water into the building as the condenser and the
Super Hcat Pump for the high side. With C.O.Ps over 4 or 5 it can pro
duce free electriclty.

There are twO incredibly efficient brazed plate hear exchange condensers
to use the high volume of cold water as it enters the building to cool our
refrigerant gas for the low side before it is heated in their existing boiler.
Electricity can be made with the hot water production on the same
nickel l

Diagram of the LTPC Generator ...

LTPC Farm Pump running •••

ZOO°F heat enters the bottom boilet expanding refrigerant gas through a
rotary turhine and is cooled back into a liquid in the condenser at the
top by circulating cool water from a nearby lake or stream.

The big fl YlI'he~ 1 is powered by a cylinder that drives the direct drive
compressor, that compresses refrigerant expanded by the air outsLde to
make hot working fluid expand in the dw cylinder that drives the big
flywheel. It also enables the pump to pump water for the condenser. You
might say each component drives the other. Nmice the running water in
the background. It is pumped free.

Ezekials Wheel...

Mike Hand Pumps Water ...

A wheel within a wheel was described in the Bible. This makes the best

In this demonstration our man hand pumped 30 gallons of water from
one barrel to another in as many seconds. He used the Ezekials Wheel
Pump. Just imagine draining a swimming pool by hand (A man is not a
horsepower) .

pump in the world. It is incredibly efficient ancl rakes very little power to
pump ma>sive amounts of water (couple it with our electric motors).
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LTPC lights bulbs at our shop...

Portable LTPC Farm Pump ...

This unit can light over 20 bulhs with energy from a regular hot water
tank for the high side and gmunJ water for the low side. You could get
water hot with anything from a wood stove [0 solar or our heat pump.

The whole apparatus that pumps the warer for frce can be put on a trail
er and hooked up to the evaporator pands during the watering season.
In the Summer when the water is needed, (he Hear Pup performs a [ its
peak.

Braized Plate Heat
Exchanger...

Brazed Plate Exchangers

--

Fischer Steam Engine System ...
'=""__--=:-r'l"r-

The Worlds most efficient
heat exchanger has a large
number of plates for a hig
caunrer flow surface for heat
exchange. One foot wide by
two feet by 8 inches thick
ca n exchange 6 million
BTU's per hOUl at a delta T
of lOO°F

This Steam Engi~e lIses mostly liquid in the Fischer Cycle. It is a liquid
in and liquiJ out cycle. Dr. Fischer is one researcher on (he team at
BWT. He developed a closed loop engine that requires no external con
denser. It is the most efficient engine cycle in the woriJ. Any liquid
(even low temperature refrigerants) can be used in it.

Side View of the Fischer Steam Engine ...

Fischer Electric Generator ...

--:,------"....-"'"

This engine uses water heated almost to the critical temperature, but
still in the liquid state to drive a big piston and power a generator. A
Super Critical Oxidation process can provide the temperature from roxic
waste, sludge, and garbage and turn waste into electricity.

Any liquid can be used to power the Fischer Engine, at a temperature
approaching its critical temperature. Many refrigerants have a critical
temperature near the usual temperature outside, and no conJenser is
needed for the cycle, so it can produce FREE electricity using Co, taking
heat directly from the air outside night or day.
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Implosion cycle demonstrated ...

A Unique One Horse Motor ...

Browns Gas implodes when a spark is introduced. The cylinder above
was filled with gas. A spark was deli vered creating an instant vacuum.
When air (at one atm ospher~) was allowed to fill the vacuum, it lifted
300 pounds of weight a foot in the air. That is three hundred foot
pounds using 14.7 psi air at sea level. It will pump water or prOVide
mechanical power for an engine cycle.

Electro-Magnetic motors can do amazing things. This I HP motor is
being powered by a regular house hold type 9 volt battery. At this ,hull' it
sat there and ran for two hours on one 9 volt banery in front of a large
audience.

Whatever energy source is used for a device to provide the torque to a shaft and drive a mechanical
device (generator, pump, drive train), the torque provided can be doubled for twice the output of work
by Llsing the force of gravity ...

Gravity Torque Amplifier ...

Close up of Gravity Torque Amplifier ...

From an idea ofNimla Tesla, Jim Murray, BWT sponsored researcher,
developed a device to wke advantage of unusual geometry to magnify
torque. Gravity is thus exploited to double the torque of mecnanical
devices.

The wp (heavier) wheel rides on the lower wheel, and as it rotates it
magnifies torque. For eac h pound of force applied at the bottom to turn
the wheel, there is a net gain of t.wo pOllnd, <.>f force at the top to double
torque. In a way (he tOp wheel is always falling.
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There are other ways to make electricity besides these extraordinary mechanical devices that take ener
gy from the ambient temperature of the outside, gravity or magnetics. We can use the wind, sun, and
even a new type of tide generator. In fact, the Waveberg Tide Generator can be coupled with an elec
trolysis to make fresh water for sale pumped right out of the ocean at no operating cost.
Solar Concentrator ...

Solar Tracker ...

The sun gets far hotter than the air that surrounds us and is heated by it.
The heat can be concentrated by focusing it on one spot. In this trough,
the rays are all focused on the center line to heat fluid up to 1,OOO°F

Some researchers build elaborate devices to track the sun. Why not
build a device the sun tracks! Place this unit on an East/West axis. Fluid
if roured only through the collectors rhar are in direct contact with the
sun.

The Windflower Generator ...

Waveberg...

In this picture, the wincl maciline that is most often promoted by the
D.O.E. (called The Whisper) is certainly whispering (at a stand still)
while the Windflower thar we promote makes elecrricity in as lirtle as a
3 mph wind. OutS is spinning like a top in rhis photo.

This is the Cllusin to the Kepler Buoy. It is a different Illodel. The ocean
would have to be dead calm not to give us some pressumed fluid to run
a generator. Imaging a light house on rhe ocean that is powered by rhe
ocean.

Wave berg in ocean ...

The Kepler Buoy ...

One arm is down while another is up as the wave pa>ses under the unit.
The unit can generate electricity ftom the motion. Imagine this sending
signals to satellites as an ocean marker, or running tests for
Oceanographers.

The rop rides on the ocean while the bottom section is being pulled
down by the weight of the water. The tides pull up and rhe W,Her holds
it down and the pumping action makes energy!
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THE REALLY INTERESTING TIDNG IS THAT THERE IS MORE THAN
ONE WAY TO DO EVERYTHING WE ARE DISCUSSING IN THIS
BROCHURE. WE CAN GET MUCH THE SAME BENEFIT USING
HYDRAULICS ...
Refrigerants boil at very low temperatures at atmospheric pressure. The one in your refrigerator at home
boils at 40° F BELOW ZERO! They boil in the Super Heat Pump panel (evaporator) pretty much all
the time, and when they do they build up pressure. This pressure is free because it comes from nature at
no cost:. Of course 8x3 panels can be put on truck or railroad car bodies as well as on a rack mount in
the field. The pressure is not great enough to power an engine, but through hydraulic intensification it
can be. When gas pressure is used to transfer energy to hydraulic fluid, the gas pressure is decreased.
When the pressure of refrigerants is lowered enough, they compress back into a liquid at much lower
temperatures. This pressure/temperature/intensification relationship gave us an idea ...

Hydraulic Intensifier Engine ...

Intensifier Concept (diagram) :

Hydrau lic fluid can be used ar high pressures to power hydraulic motors.
This unit uses large volumes of lower pressure refrigerant gases to make
smal\ volumes of high pressure hydraulic fluid s to power hl'draulic

The large chamber accepts rhe pneumatic fluid {refrigerant gas} into the
top, which pushes a plunger down the chamber. An extension of the
plunger, li kewise travels down a smaller chamber to pressurize hydraulic
fluid at a 15: I tario. Freon in a borcie ar room temperature is multipled
fro 150 psi and 2,250 psi hydraulic fluid produced.

mOf(lrS.

Intensifier Concept
(demo} ...
We hook up a refrigerant
bottle (R·134a) and the
roOIll te mperature gets the
pressure in the bottle up to
about 130 psia. We open the
va lve i:l nJ it hits the gas

cham ber, which pressurizes
hydraul ic fluid to about
2,000 psia.
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Hydraulic Wheel MOlor :
This motor is built right into
the wheel hub. It em supply
up to 500 HP using
hydraulic fluid [hat is no
more th"n 5,000 psi. Our
evaporators sitting outside

can get R·ZZ up to 400 psi.
Fifteen, 400 is 6,000 psi
hydmulic fluid.

BeFreeTech.com
Hydraulic Wheel Motor (diagram) ...

Semi-Stationary
Hydraulic Motor
Applications:

!(IrrA

J

~~~~"

_ _r ·

------..,./

We can use low pressure
gases W rake the energy from
the air, converti ng the lower
pressures to high pressu re
until gases are easily con
densed. Stmiona ry applica
tions (wenches) or fork lifts
with short lincs or accumu
lators are easier hecause
evaporator panels can be
used on site.

~

There are very few moving partS in mis motor. It can run forwards or
backwards depending on the direction the hydraulic fluid is injected.
In fact, the best brake in the wmld is to sudJenly inject the fluid the
Other direction (make sure your seat belt is fastened before you apply
that brake)!

Hydraulic Choo-Choo Trains and Trucks ...

Hydraulic Farm Pump ...

The S foor by 3 foor evaporatm panels can be slapped up against me
sides anJ even top of the rail roaJ cars or truck bodies to expand the
gases and make the fluid for the wheel motors. The faster they go, dle
faster they can.

In the LTPC Fartn Pump, [he mechanical energy drove the C<Jmpressor.
An Intensifier could eliminate the need for a compressor anJ all the
energy transfers could be done hydraulically. The water pumped con
denses the gas.

Hydraulic Electric Generator ...

Hydraulic Wheel Motor (torque test) ...

This little unit demonstrated that we could have R-L34a refrigerant form
a botde at room temperature, and flow it through an Intensifier to pro
duce hydraulic fluid anJ power a motor that runs a generator that lites
ten bulbs.

This Wheel Motor had outstanding torque even at 80 psi on the
hydraulic fluid. We held it back to that so we would not rip Big Mikes
arms off. At 5,000 psi, twO will power a Mack Truck. Imagine powering
the truck by expanding refrigerant in panels on the side of the truck.
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WE DEVELOPED ALSO TIlE WORLDS MOST EFFICIENT lHERMAL STOR..
AGE DEVICE. IT CAN HOLD VERY mGH TE!tAPERATURES IN SMALL
SPACES FOR LONG PERIODS OF TIME. WE CALL IT THE HOT BOX.

\
j

The Fischer engine runs on heat. No fuel is necessary to power it, but you do need a heat source. The
Hot Box absorbs heat through electric Cal-rods or by circulating a heat transfer liquid. The Fischer
Generator takes energy out of the air for free at a persons h ome. They could charge the Hot Box in their
car with their Fischer Generator at night while they are sleeping. A special Hot Box model was made
for cars as well as other h eat storage models. Through special state of the art insulation, the very high
temperature heat could remain in the Hot Box all day (or even all week long). By the way, there is
another type of engine cycle that BWT makes that can run your car or run an electric generator with
out exhaust or the need for a condenser. It is called the Sterling Engine Cycle. It runs just on heat. All
you need is a heat source. With the Hot Box, your car could also be powered with this engine type. The
Sterling engine goes all the way back to the late 1800s. I guess that for want of enough thermal storage
capacity, on board your car they burned gasoline ... But No More!
Hot Box demo .. .

THE "HOT BOX"
\iHl"ltI(; lI rnI PEIl.Hl'tH'

Ilnl"I . \J.L'I.:ll;'· S1()U U ;"'iY5"I ~\1

Large Commercial Hot Box...

This was one of the first
demo models of the Hot
Box. It uses sand (which has
a very high specific heat)
and" metal mauix to n ans
fer the heat in and out. We
could hold .",000 BTU's
storage pe r cub ic foot".then
a record !

We hael to
a unit that was preny large and very cumbersome to
store just over 2 million BTU's of heat. There was enough stored encrl,'Y
in one unit to make 2-3,000 gallons of hot water or heat a large bu ildi ng.

Improved Commercial
Hot Box Model...

Improved Commercial Hot Box diagram ...

We discovered a material
that was 9 times the specific
heat of sand. So, we could
stote 300,000 BTU's in one
cu. ft. So, we could build the
un it much smaller and wiser.
Th is Hot Box is only
3" x 3" , 3" = 9 cu. ft. for
2MBTU's+.

To get the heat out of the Hot Box, there is a thermostat in a closed
mi xing chamber that regulates the transfer of hear to keep the pressures
in line. Air is less vo latile than liquids to rake rhl' heat form the Hor
Box below.
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Hot Box for Automobiles ... {see S-l to S-5)

MY PLASTIC Insulation:

The Fischer and Brauer Engines are heat engines. With no gas tank heat
has to be stored for power. We C,lI1 get energy equal ro a lank of gas in
this rechargeable four pack. There is plenty of room for multiples of stor
age cylinders. Enough heat storage is possible for one charging a month.

There is an insu lation that beats out everything typically known of
today. It is called MY PLASTIC. It is a secret formula , but it works won
ders. The inventor coated a piece of combustible material with it and
the torch did nO! burn thru .

An Incredible Demonstration of MY PLASTIC ...

The Egg Did Not Even Cook ...

In this picturc', an ordinary uncooked egg is coated with MY PLASTIC
and a burner thar is hurning I200°C. This is incredibly hot and ordinari
ly the egg would be instantly cooked. As an insulator, this is the very
best.

At 1200°C (OWl' 2,OOO°F) through a thin coating of MY PLASTIC, the
egg held up. When it was crackc~d with a knife, it has not even begun to
cook! If we line our Hot Boxes with this, we could hold them in our
hand, and not get burned.

Sterling Engine model ...

The Other Side of the Sterling Engine ...

The Sterling Engine (late 1800's) uscs heat. Heat is applied ro the barrel
(nose ) of the unit and the high pressure air produced through differen
tial pressure rushes to the rear then the spool like affair cools it off.

The pressure of the top barrel causes a piston in the smaller barrel to go
back and forth, which drives the wheel 'lfOund. The [(lUlling wheel is
mechanical drive power that could power a generator of even a car.
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IT WAS ONLY NATURAL THAT IF BWT HAD THE WORLDS MOST
EFFICIENT THERMAL STORAGE DEVICE THEY DEVELOP THE
WORLDS MOST EFFICIENT BURNERS AND STOVES AS WELL ...
The Adiabatic Bicoannular Reactor (ABR) burns absolutely smokeless and can completely eliminate
the need for garbage pickups ever again! BWT also distributes the Water Stove for people who have lots
of wood or farm refuse to burn. We also market a little device that uses the Sterling heat engine tech
nology to blow heat into the room from the top surface of a wood stove. It just sits right up on top of the
stove and the heat drives a piston that makes the fan go. Of course a larger Sterling engine with the bar
rel installed into the fire box of either the ABR or the Water Stove could then make electricity or
mechanical energy by burning garbage or wood. The Fischer engine can also be combined with a Super
Critical Oxidatiop process to eliminate the need for landfills, eliminate all sludge and municipal waste,
and even get rid of all of the toxic waste in our society.

Adiabatic Bicoannular
Reactor (home model) ...

Adiabatic Bicoannular Reactor (home model) ...
rl\1'.I\DJ \ fj.,\!'IC LJI O)X,:,.... { 'L \!{ lC.1;AC"'l II{ c m .. IUH>. ["ok: ;
EV(n 'Our S o.:wa1:~ (-" ,ut He L .,·.......1<.:11 '() P'n... r~>

This S[(lve hums anything
(garbage, old hoots, shoes or
chicken hone,, ) without
makin any smoke. Just put
)Iour garhage right down a
shute to the hasement and
add heat [(l your home or
hot water.

This stove bums anything (garbage, old boots, shoes or chicken bones)
without making any smoke. It can even burn toxic waste without nox
ious gases. It burned coal over 90% efficient. There is no longer any
need for garbage pick ups.

The ABR Fire Burns
Hot...
The Adiabatic
Bicoannular Reactor
bur", up to 5,OOO°F with
no noxious oxides (nox)
and burns white hot. It
separates the basic chem i
ca ls and burns them sever
al times. There is some
ash, which is great for the
nowers '

Water Stove model...

TB-I WATER STOVE

This is a Water Stove that burns wood, coal, Dr farm refuse. It hears all
your water and your home or bam. We also can use tile heat III power a
Sterling Engine and run a Generator that can provide electric ity from
wood.
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Water Stove illustration ..•

The Free Breeze Wood
Stove Fan ...
This linle unit sirs right up
on top of the wood stove.
The heat from the stove top
is used to warm up the barrel
of a Sterling Engine rhar dri
ves the little piston to make
the fan hlatb go round and
blow the hot air into the
room... FREE '
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Wood or refuse is burned in a box in a bigger Chamber filled with water.
Heat is exc hanged ditectly into the large body of water for home heat or
water. A Sterling Engioe barrel cou ld be placed directly into the fire.
DO NOT try to build your own model unlessd you understand steam
expansion! (DANGEROUS!)

SPEAKING OF BURNING UNUSUAL THINGS, BWT HAS THE EXCLU..
SIVE RIGHTS TO BROWNS GAS FOR ALL THE USA AND CANADA.
Imagine being able to burn ordinary water. Believe it or not you can weld metals (including aluminum)
with it, braze anything to anything else with it, cut through any thickness steel with it, and even use
water to fuel your internal combustion engine with it . The Browns Gas Machine turns ordinary water
into a gas and when that gas gets a spark, it immediately reverts back to water. Thus you can desalinate
any water into pure drinking water. When the gas makes contact with a spark it implodes (rather than
exploding) . If a cylinder full of Browns Gas implodes, it creates a vacuum. Through this process of implo
sion, you can even use the gas to pump water without using any mechanical device.

The Browns Gas Weider ...

Brown Gas Balloon .. .

Belie ve it or not, you can burn water. This machine separates hydrogen
and oxygen from water and mixes them back together stoichiornetriCll lly
in a new way. Water is HOH, Browns Gas is HHO. You can weld with
HHO. It is a pure gas (water).

There is a nell' substance ca lled Browns Gas. This gas is also water. This
balloon full of water floats. Browns Gas is found nowhere in nnrure, and
is a manmade substance. UCSA has the exclusive rights for the USA
and Canada.
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Steel Welded to Brick (BG) ...

Tungsten Sublimated (BG) ...

Dennis Lee, tn this fram e, holds up a steel rod [hm has heen welded to a
hrick using a Browns Gas Welder. This is one examp le of the uniqueness
of this as a welder. It can cur, braize, weld, and vaporize almost anything.

The temperature at which Tungsten sublimates is about I3,OOO°F. Thar
is also the temperature of the su rface of the sun. [n this picrure, we are
sublimating Tungsten using a Browns Gas Welder that is burning water
to do it.

Cutting Steel with Water (BG} ...

Implosion Cycle demonstrated ...

Imaging using ordinary water (like the stuff we drink every Jay) to burn
and get temperatures hot enough to cut or weld steel. It will cut even a
3" thick steel plate like a butter knife in Watm butter, ;and there is no
slag.

Browns G'lS in'ip lodes when a spark is introduced. The cylinder above
was filled with gas. A spark was delivered creating an instant vacuum.
When air (at one atmosphere) was allowed to fill the vacu um, it lifted
300 pounds of weight a foot in the air. That is three hundred f[lm
pounds llsing 14.7 psi air at sea level. [t will pUlllp water llt provide
mechanical power for an engine cycle.
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UCSA HAS EVEN GOTTEN INVOLVED IN THE SAFE PRODUCTION
OF FOOD...
We are promoting a process to rejuvenate the soil for farmers and a process to eliminate the need for
pesticides while growing higher yields and more nutritious produce .. .There is no longer any need to use
toxic chemicals or fertilizers that destroy the soil for farming. We can provide dozens of farmers who are
thrilled and no failures of all those who use this totally organic product.

Sixteen Foot Tal! Corn Stalks / ..

Huge Cabbage ...

An organ ic product calleJ Sonic Bloom can make your garden grow
without pesticides. It is capable of incredi ble things like this corn growl.

This cabbage is not only huge, bur it was still being eaten six months
latcr without preservati ves. Sonic Bloom puts nutrients (since the soil is
depleted) directly in the leaves of the plant. SOllnd makes rhem rceep·

ing 16" tall with ears two feer long that are more nutritious and beneT
t;-.. sting.

ti ve.

Huge Pumpkin •..

Worlds Largest Plant ...

This awarJ winning pumpkin, grown with Sonic Bloom, weighs twicc as
much as the man that grew it. Tomato plants are known to grow as
ma.ny as 500 tomatoes on one plant! The yields are increased as are the
crops per year.

Normally the Purple Passion Plant grows to a length of no more than
18". This indoor plant was grown by Dan Carlson, the inventor of SOllie
Bloom, to a record length of 1300 ft. It is in the Guiness [look of World
Reco rds.
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The Low Cost Plastic House...

V CSA WILL EVEN GET INTO

BETTER HOME BUILDING
PROCESSES.
There is a new construction material that
will last over 2,000 years. The home will be
completely maintenance free for that entire
period. It is easy to build with, indestruc
tible, and very low cost to build higher qual
ity homes than any other product in the
world! Plastic lumber and posts can also be
made from recycled plastic. Even though
plastic is not bio-degradable, who wants to
live in a bio-degradable house ?

A model of [he completely plas tic home building process. It is indestruc
tible. Two people can Iitt the roof on. It never needs reroofin g and will
not ever leak. This plastic has no offgass ing problems and UV rays Jo
nOt hatm it.

Plastic House on Truck ...

Plastic House Factory .. .

This truck is puiling up wirh a complete house on hoard. Tw() people can
now assemble this entire two bedroom [JOO sq. ft. plasti c home in one
week, and they do nor even need a hammer or any skills. It is like a
Lego set.

The plastic ho~;es are built in a (acrory. Raw Illaterials t'>rIll the plastic
in molds. The walls are insulated and sent to the construCtion site rearly
to go. It is even bulletproof. Nothing will damage them (ur 2,000 years.

Plastic Benches ...
There are other process
es to use plastics . We
can use recycled plastic
to build permanent
benches. farm (ences,
and retainer wails.

Completely Plastic Home ...

There is abo a new

plastic lumbet product
that is JUSt like wood
(you en :saw, cut or

nail it) .

These plastic homes widmand hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes, and
will not burn. They can look like any building style (brick, wood,
StuCCO , etc. ) up to three stories, and can be sold fat about one quarter
of the COSt.
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Nicola Tesla (Greatest
S~ientist in the World)

WE ARE DEVELOPING ALL
KINDS OF ELECTRONIC
DEVICES.

Before any of us were born.
this man had a plan to give
us all free electrici ty whic h
probably got him killed. We
plan to call om national free
electricity urility Til E
INTERNATIONAL TESLA
ELECTRIC COMPANY in
honor of this great man.

We are very excited about the great clues
that Nicola Tesla (greatest unsung electri
cal and mechanical genius of the world's
history) left behind for us. It is obvious to
us that this man knew more about electric
ity than any human being that has ever
lived to this date. He died before anyone
alive today was born but when he died he
knew more about electricity than anyone
alive today knows. And we are planning to
prove that!

Murray Explaining Tesla Generator ...
The Tesla Rotating Generator (TG) ...

We demonsrrated a rmaring elecuo- magneric dev ice (Tesla Genemwr)
rhar can power a mercury vapor lamp with ar a saving of about one third
of the co.\t to operate it. It matches the source impedance with no
ba llasr ar all.

Jim Murray, (ull time re.\earcher fur BWT and possible the leading
expert on Nicola Tesla, explains rhe Tes la Generator to the audience of
thousands. Jim explained th at what the audi ence was witnessing cannot
be done.

Close Up of Scope (TG) ...

Power Controller ...

Looking 3r rhe scope while our Tesla Generator was in operation, a
square wave can be setn. This is incred ible. It is nO[ possible to ger a
squctre wave from a roraring e1ectro- magneri c device. Tesla always did
rhe impossible.

Electric morors usually do not march the load to the power ourpm. Now
rhere is a low cost computerized dev ice rhat goes between the power
source and rhe motor that saves up to 50% the electricity consumed by
any inductive motor!
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Heat Paint demonstration .. .

THERE IS A LOT MORE WHERE
THIS CAME FROM. BWT IS DEV..
ELOPING HUNDREDS OF TECH..
NOLOGIES. THIS BROCHURE
CONTAINS MERELY A SAMPLING
OF WHAT IS TO COME ...
There is a noiseless Jack Hammer sold through the
network currently, a heat paint that can transfer
heat evenly through the walls themselves, a Theft
Interrupter circuit that can keep your car from get
ting stolen, a Fire' Barrier product that when sprayed
on things makes them fire retardant, a fire shaker for
putting out stove fires (even when you are not at
home), a new compressor that works on permanent
magnets, a whole line of fire extinguishers, house
hold products ... even a fl ying saucer!

~--~--

This board is pa imed with the special paint and loll' voltage electricity
is sent from one copper plate on one end to the other. I lear is lnll1S'
ferred across the entire surface . The paim can be paimed over with the
color of choice.

Cooking Egg with Heat Paint and 9v Battery ...

The Fire Barrier ...

Spec ial paint can be painted un a surf'lCe and then it transfers heat
from a low voltage energy source. There are lost of applications ...on
the walls to heat your home ...defrost jet wings .. .keep snow off your
driveway ... and on ..

We have a full line of fire fi ghring and prevention equipment that is the
best in the world . Spray the drapes, couch or Christmas t(t'e with a clear,
odorless, organic prod uct and stop worrying about ir catching fire.

The Theft Interrupter
Circuit...
Make it impossible for a
thief to steal your car (even
if they have your keys).
They must know to put the
turn signa l on first (or othe r
item of your choice) or the
ca r locks up and wU I not
start and ca nnot be hoc
wired' The only way to take
your ca r is to tow it.

Another device we sell wi ll
stop car jackers'
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Fire Shaker ...
In most house fires, the fire
at the kitchen stove.
The Fire Shaker is heads of
Si liconatcd material that
will not cake up and will
always be in dry powder
form to put out rhe fire.
StartS

Even pour water in it, and it

will remain dry.
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Permanent Magnet Compressor ...

Flying Saucer ...

A compre&<or can be builr in which the piston chamber and plunger
opemc on twOsrrong magnets and a big spring. The piston is pu lled
back by magnetic attraction and ·briefly Je-magnetized and the spri ng
takes over.

Of course there is a flying saucer. This one is very much manmade, and
ir flew in the 50's in Europe. Ir was made by Prof. ].R.R. Searl. We plan
soon to have our own model so we can give visitors rides (We will
charge for them).

THE COMPANY THAT RESEARCHES AND DEVELOPS ALL OF THIS
TECHNOLOGY IS BETTER WORLD TECHNOLOGIES, INC. IT IS
OWNED BY DENNIS LEE...
There are all sorts of technologies that are presently in progress. BWT has several research facili t ies and
machine/fabrication shops staffed to get the job done. Learning a lesson from the earlier California days,
BWT is spread out all over the USA . In the United States, BWT is funding research in Florida,
Delaware, California, Missouri, Colorado, Idaho, North Dakota, Washington, Virginia, New Mexico,
Nevada, Iowa, Indiana as well as supporting several facilities in New Jersey. The march of technologies
is ongoing. We are also financing inventors in other parts of the world. When inventors have ideas that
Better World Technology thinks will work, we get involved. We help the inventor get the project to the
prototype stage, and then to the pre-production stage and into production as wetl. When this has been
accomplished, United Community Services of America gets involved with the national dealer network.
UCS of A is capable of manufacturing/assembling the product as well as marketing and financing sales.

SOME OTHER EXCITING PROJECTS
IN THE WORKS...
A NEW PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY...
It can eliminate the need for NASA altogether. This device will be able to get one G of force with a 10
horsepower motor. This means that 1,000 pounds can be levitated using alO HP motor. It also means
that with another 10 HP (20 HP), one thousand pounds could be raised through our atmosphere at 32
feet per second per second. With 30 HP it could be raised at 64 feet per second per second (of course, it
could levitate 3,000 pounds or raise 1,500 pounds up at the rate of 32 feet per second per second). This
means that the engine in your existing pickup truck could raise the same payload into space as the cur
rent space ship launching by NASA is doing now (without a launching pad or very much exhaust). This
means we will soon be capable of low cost space travel. We could go into space, pick up mineral rich
asteroids, and return to the earth with them with no re-entry problems to mine the richest deposits of
minerals known to man (asteroids from .space). Plus a lot more.
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A CAMERA THAT FILMS THROUGH WALLS, STEEL WALLS AND
EVEN YOUR SKIN OR MlJSCLE LAYERS TO TAKE PICTURES (STILL
OR VIDEO) OF WHAT IS ON THE OTHER SIDE
This camera will be able to take pictures of your vital organs while you are standing up or even take a
video of your skeleton while you are standing or laying down. The doctor can look at your heart through
your clothes, see tumors, plaque, or even the size and color of your appendix while you are standing
there! Emergency staff at an accident could send videos thru a modem to the doctor at the emergency
room to prescribe treatment right at the scene!

AN EXPLOSIVE PROOF MESH
Imagine lining the insides of gas tanks and tankers with an explosive proof mesh that will prevent that
tank from ever blowing up (NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS). ALSO IMAGINE LINING NOT
ONLY THE TANKS, BUT ALSO THE BAGGAGE COMPARTMENTS OF JET PLANES WITH
THIS... GOOD BYE TERRORISM!

BWT HAS OBTAINED THE EXCLUSIVE MARKETING RIGHTS TO A
PROCESS THAT CAN NEUTRALIZE ALL RADIOACTIVE WASTE
(ALPHA, BETA, AND GAMMA) FOR THE ENTIRE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA.
Believe it or not, there is a process that can enable scientists to use Browns Gas in a special way to neu
tralize radioactive waste. BWT became partners with Professor Yull Brown for the marketing rights to
the process in the USA. While the government is trying to take the radioactive materials that are cur
rently exposing the people of this country to the greatest threat to their existence in our history and bury
it in the ground, there is a much better solution. It can be made completely stable and thus neutral. It
has already been demonstrated. This is by far the most important discovery of all we have found. The
following picture is of a New York Congressman the Honorable Dan Haley addressing an audience in
which he is relating the details of a demonstration which Professor Yull Brown did for a US
Congressman, Honorable Berkley Bedell of California In it a piece of cobalt 60 was over 90% neutral
ized in one pass. The geiger counter in the room did not go off, but the geiger counter that read the
radioactive level of the sample in the first place was at a reading of 1,000 just before the procedure and
instandy went' to a reading of only 40 after Professor Yull Brown zapped the sample. The U.S.
Congressman, after witnessing the demonstration, called the Department of Energy and they sent five
scientists down to witness the same demonstra
tion with the same results. We are currently try
ing to get the US government officials to wake up
and let us do a very public demonstration of the
process to prove to the people of this country that
the entire nuclear waste problem can be elimi
nated (NOT JUST BURIED AND POST
PONED FOR A WHILE). The UCSA dealers
cannot distribute this technology, so we found a
unique way for them as a group to profit by using
this unique technology.
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WITH MORE COMING THAN YOU COULD
EVER IMAGINE
THIS IS A PROJECT OF THE HEART. WE HAVE DARED TO DREAM
THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM AND FOLLOW THE VISION
The idea that energy could and should be freely abundant is not necessarily harmful to the infrastruc
ture of America . It certainly is not to the rest of the world. This could be a great boost in production,
especially since electricity has been the single most important technology to the GNP of this country
(see chart below left). What could free fuel really do for the production of goods and services in the
USA? There is no reason why the big utilities cannot exploit their grid system to deliver it. There is no
reason why the fossil fuels people would go broke just because they lose one market when they have
petro-chemicals. (Maybe we can stop destroying tre.es to live in permanent plastic homes.) We have
been laughed at because we were foolish enough to fight the big oil and gas companies. We have perse
vered through a decade of this attitude. Now, we are certain that when the people see clear alternatives
they will stop laughing. We started on nothing and have deliberately grown through incredible obsta
cles to the place where we have a nationwide distribution network, factories, machine shops, foundries,
and all sorts of expertise. Our dealers range from an elderly lady on social security to the largest refrig
eration supply house in the USA. Major corporations have also bought in. We are a force that will not
be stopped. In 1996 BWT was inducted into the International Inventors Hall of fame. In the same year
we went to Washington DC and did an energy show for the Congress and all representatives of the
Federal Government. More importantly, we did two tours of the entire United States. We showed the
people more than their Department of Energy has ever shown them.. . The most astonishing part is that
this is just the beginning. FREE Energy is energy the consumer does not have to pay for. The machines
cost money, but FREE Energy is more than possible and is very practical now! We do not believe in over
unity. Energy must come from somewhere, but to say there is no such thing as perpetual motion is sheer
folly. Of course there is (as long as there is a perpetual energy source)! Gravity, solar, magnetics are all
examples of a perpetual energy source. The earth ( a huge mass ) has traveled around the sLin at 78,000
mph (faster than anything man has ever built) pretty much perpetually. The energy source is the suns
gravitational pull! If we could tap into the same energy source would it not be perpetual motion?
GNP and Electric
Consumption chart ...
This chart shows the
amount of elec tricity con
sumed in the USA in the
the last 90 \'cars. The same
line abo shows the GNP for
the last 90 years. Does this
tell YOll anything abollt the
financial importance of elec·
tricity to the USA?

Inventor Hall of Fame Award for BWT (1996) ...
-,

-\
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The research team for Better World Technology won the ADVANCED
TECHNICAL THEORYAWARD for the concepts of free energy we
were then working on. It was for ollr theories on how to eliminate all
forms of pollution world wide and get US out of the foss ll fuels era.

!
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Grog Cartoon ...
We do not want a new
world . we want a betrer
world. su we jusr decided to
get down into rhe water and
hope thar the people will be
willing to back us up. The
technologies ro do rhe job
are available and we have
survived the Struggle thus
far. We believe the people
are ready for world changing
technologics!

Seattle ALTERNATIVE Factory ...
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"Now, Gr og! Throwl ... Thr~w! . .. Throw throw
throw throw throw throw! , . ,"

We srarted out manubcturing for oursel ves allli we know that end of it.
In our national network of 2.000 dealers nationwide we have foundries.
factories. loarketing organizations. and machine shups. We can build.
develop. and market any practical technology.

We Have Skilled
Technicians ...
Our Company has Machine Shops ...

------~------------

We have professionals on
the pal'roll to fabricate,
mac hine or build and test
anyrhing whether it is metal.
wooJ or electronics. In add i
tion. Illany of our dealers
have th"-'e skills and often
volunteer their services.

We haw rhree Illachine shops of our own at rhe heaconed caU of rhe
various researchers rhat we have in house and scattered throughout the
world. We do nor r.ypically send Out work unless it is impossible for out
siders to learn much.

Our Support Shops .. .

Our Support Technicians ...

We have all our own briJgepom, lathes, meral saws, grinders anJ all the
equipment we need.

We have "in-house" machinists. welJers computer specialists, etc.
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Research Scientists ...

Pre-Production Shop and Expertise ...
~;mnrT"J{-T·

\Y.,/e have experts on staff in e1ecrronics. mechanics, engineering, COU1~

puters, hyJraulics, fabricatlcll1s, meralurgy, chemistry, electricity ... we also
support outside inventors.

Once a working model has been maJe of an invention! it is [line [() ,gct a
different team on the job. Those who do pre-producticll1 moJelin g are
different than inventors. They make a model that can be copieJ for
manufacturing.

The BWT Think Tank...

At the BWT Research Resort, we have a 20 room
facility with sauna, hot tub, and a country kitchen
and all the service staff. We also have another
machine shop, storage, and fabrication shop.
Experts are assembled here to live and think togeth
er until a problem is solved whether it only takes a
day or two, weeks, or even longer. We even have a
surveillance proof conference room. Security is very
tight! BWT speaks to no one except UCSA who
only speaks to their dealers. (note: R.J. Pirrone is a

business broker that bU)ls and sells UCSA dealerships to
the public. They talk to anyone interested).The only
exception is that we do also speak to outside inven
tors who want to join or effort.

We have a hotel type facility where experts are brought together to work
and live tOgether until a problem can be so lved. There are conference
and think tank rooms with a fully equipped shop, engineering Cllmput
ers, and library.

ALL OF THE PRODUCTS DEVELOPED AND FUNDED BY BWT WILL
BE MARKETED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE 2,000 DEALERS IN THE
UNITED COMMUNITY SERVICES NETWORK
Only the dealers in the network will ever have the rights to distribute these technologies worldwide!
The dealers have already been recruited. If you see something in this brochure that you would like to
buy, you will have to contact a UCS of A dealer in order to do so. If you just want information about a
product or products in this brochure you will have to contact a dealer to get it. There is no group or enti
ty in the world that is powerful enough to deal directly with UCS of A or BWT on any of these tech
nologies. PLEASE DO NOT WASTE OUR TIME TRYING TO GO DIRECT. BWT deals ONLY with
UCS of A, and UCS of A deals ONLY with their dealers. UCS of A will NEVER issue another dealer
ship. All 2,000 have already been issued. THERE WILL NEVER BE ANY MORE THAN THAT! If you
are interested in getting involved with the distribution of these technologies, you must buyout one of
the existing dealers. If a dealer in good standing wishes to sell their dealership to anyone else (or to any
business entity) they most certainly may.
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A NOTICE OF CAUTION FOR ANY WOULD BE BUYERS OF UCS OF A
DEALERSIDPS:
Let us caution the buyer that you should get official recognition from UCS of A of the transaction before
giving the seller any money to buy a UCS of A dealership. UCS of A will work with the dealers for them
to properly sell their dealerships to others. The price will be whatever the dealer agrees to take for the
dealership. Before buying one, the would be buyer is entitled to receive written confirmation from UCS
of A that the dealership is, indeed, a valid dealership and is in good standing. The dealers have been
recently selling their dealerships for as much as 50 times what they sold for when it all began in 1988.
Of course, as the companies develop more of a product line the value of these dealerships can be expect
ed to increase. UCS OF A realizes that the potential for increased value was an attrac tion for certain of
the original deal~rs . Some of the dealers initially bought multiple dealerships so they could sell one or
more of them to get operating capital for the one they decided to work themselves. It is very much in
the best interests of UCS of A to have productive dealership entities rather than inactive dealers that
are speculating. It is also good for the project that someone that cannot do much with the opportunity
they have be able to sell it to a new owner that intends to move products. Even if the new owner is spec
ulating themselves, it is the belief that ultimately someone will purchase the dealership with the idea in
mind of doing something with it. The more a dealer pays for the opportunity, the more they will have
to do with it, so UCS of A is pleased to see dealers selling the opportunity for a good return to them
selves. UCS of A has nothing to do with a transaction between a dealer wishing to sell his, her, or their
dealership to another party, but MUST insist that the new buyer be obligated to the original Cl ntract
and all modifications to date! When a person, group of investors, or corporation buys one of these exist
ing dealerships, they are buying a relationship with UCS of A. While some of that goes all the way back
in time a decade, we MUST insist on uniformity in the network. ALL THOSE WHO TAKE OVER
DEALERSHIPS MUST ALSO ABIDE BY ALL THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE PRO
JECT. THE SELLING DEALER CANNOT CHANGE THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
BETWEEN THE COMPANY AND THE NEW OWNER OF THE DEALERSHIP.

IF THE READER OF THIS BROCHURE IS INTERESTED IN OBTAINING
FURTHER INFORMATION ON ANYTHING COVERED IN TH1S
BROCHURE, CONTACT US AT:
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Water Stove illustration ...

The Free Breeze Wood
Stove Fan ...
This littk unit sits right up
on top of the wood stove.
The heat from the stove top
is used to warm up the barrel
of a Sterling Engine that dri
ves the little piston to make
the fan hlndes go round and
blow rhe hot ;1ir into the
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Wood or refuse is burned in a box tn a bigger Chamber filled with water.
Heat is exchanged directly into the large body of water for home heat or
water. A Sterling Engine barrel c'ould be placed directly in to the fire.
DO NOT try to build your own model unlessd you understand steam
expansion! (DANGEROUS!)

SPEAKING OF BURNING UNUSUAL THINGS, BWT HAS THE EXCLU..
SIVE RIGHTS TO BROWNS GAS FOR ALL THE USA AND CANADA.
Imagine being able to burn ordinary water. Believe it or not you can weld metals (including aluminum)
with it, braze anything to anything else with it, cut through any thickness steel with it, and even use
water to fuel your internal combustion engine with it. The Browns Gas Machine turns ordinary water
into a gas and when that gas gets a spark, it immediately reverts back to water. Thus you can desalinate
any water into pure drinking water. When the gas makes contact with a spark it implodes (rather than
exploding). If a cylinder full of Browns Gas implodes, it creates a vacuum. Through this process of implo
sion, you can even use the gas to pump water without using any mechanical device.

The Browns Gas Welder...

Brown Gas Balloon ...

Believe it or not, you can burn water. This machine separates hydrogen
and oxygen (rom water and mi xes them b,)ck together sroichiomerrically
in a new way. Water is HOH, Browns Gas is HHO. You can weld with
HHO. It is a pure gas (water) .

There is a new substance called Browns Gas. This gas is also water. This
balloon full of water fl oats. Browns Gas is founcl nowhere ilL nature, and
is a manmade substance. UCSA has the exclusive rights for the USA
and Ca nada.
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Steel Welded to Brick (BG) ...

Tungsten Sublimated (BG) ...

Dennis Lee, in mis frame, holds up a stee l rod that has been welded tu a
brick using a Browns Gas Welder. This is one example of the uniqueness
of this as a welder. It can cuI; braizc, weld, and vaporize almost anything.

The temperature at which Tungsten sublimates is abuut 13,OOO°F. That
is also the tempetature of the surface of the sun. In this picture, we are
sublimating Tungsten using a Browns Gas Welder that is burning water
to do it.

Cutting Steel with Water (BG) ...

Implosion Cycle demonstrated ...

Imaging using ordinary water (like the stuff we drink every day) to burn
and get temperatures hot enough to cut or weld steel. It will cut even a
)" thick steel plate like a butter knife in warm butter, ;and there is no
slag.

Browns GelS inl'pludes when a spark is introduced. The cylinder ahove
was filled with gas. A spark was delivered creating an instant vacuum.
When air (at one atmosphere) was allowed to fill the vacuum, it lifted
300 pounds of weight a foot in rhe air. That is three hundred foot
pounds using 14.7 psi air at sea level. It will pump water or provide
mechanical power for an engine cycle.
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UCSA HAS EVEN GOTTEN INVOLVED IN THE SAFE PRODUCTION
OF FOOD...
We are promoting a process to reJuvenate the soil for farmers and a process to eliminate the need for
pesticides while growing higher yields and more nutritious produce ...There is no longer any need to use
toxic chemicals or fertilizers that destroy the soil for farming . We can provide dozens of farmers who are
thrilled and no failures of all those who use this totally organic product.

Sixteen Foot Tall Corn Stalks.'..

Huge Cabbage ...

An organic product ca lled Sonic Bloom can make your garden grow
without pesticides. It is capable of incred ible things like this corn growl.
ing 16" tall with ears twO feer long that are more nutririous and better
tast ing,

This cabbage is not only huge, hut it was ,ti ll hein,~ eaten six month,
later without preservati ves. Sunic Bloom puts nurrien ts (since rhe soil is
depleted) directly in the leaves of rhe plant. Sound makes them recep

Huge Pumpkin ...

Worlds Largest Plant...

This award winning pumpkin, grown with Sonic Bloom, weighs twice as
much as the man that grew it. Tomato plants me known to grow as
many as 500 tomatoes on llne plam l The yiekl> are increased as are the
crops per year.

Normally the Purple Passion Plant grows to a length of no more than
18". This indoor plant was grown by Dan Carlson, the inventor of Sonic
Bloom, to a record length of 1300 ft, It is in the Guiness Book of \'\Iorld
Records.

tive.
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The Low Cost Plastic House ...

UCSA WILL EVEN GET INTO
BETTER HOME BUILDING
PROCESSES.
There is a new construction material that
will last over 2,000 years. The home will be
completely maintenance free for that entire
period. It is easy to build with, indestruc
tible, and very low cost to build higher qual
ity homes than any other product in the
world! Plastic lumber and posts can also be
made from recyced plastic. Even though
plastic is not bio-degradable, who wants to
ive in a bio-degradable house?

A model of the completely plastic hume building process. It is indestruc'
tible. Two people can lift the roof on. It never needs reroofing allLl will
not ever lea k. Th is plastic has no offgassing problems and UV rays do
not harm it.

Plastic House on Truck ...

Plastic House Factory ...

This truck is pulling up with a compicte house un huard. Two people can
now assemble this entire tWObedroom 1300 sq. ft. plastic home in one
week, and they do not ewn need a hammer or any sk ills. It is like a
Lego set.

The plastic ho~,es are built in ,\ facrory. Raw materiab form the plast ic
in molds. TI,e walls are insulated and sent to the construction site ready
ro go. It is even bu lletproof. Nothing will damage them for 2,000 years.

Plastic Bench es ...
Completely Plastic Home...
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These plastic homes withstand hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes, and
will not burn. TI,ey can look like any bu ilding style (brick, wood,
stucco, etc.) lip ro three srories, and can be so ld for abou t one quaner
of the cosr.
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There are other process
es to usc plastics. Wc
can use recycled plastic
ro build permanent
benches, farm fences,
and r(winer wa lls.
There is also a nell'
plastic lumber product
rhat is just like wood
(YOll en saw, Clit or
nail it).
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Nicola Tesla (G reatest
Scientist in the World)

WE ARE DEVELOPING ALL
KINDS OF ELECTRONIC
DEVICES.

Beiore any of us were borl\.
this man had a plan to give
liS all free electricity which
probably gO[ him killed. We
plan to call our n3ti"nal free
electricity utility TH E
INTERN ATIONAL TESLA
ELK'TRIC COM PANY in
honor of this great man.

We are very excited about the great clues
that Nicola Tesla (greatest unsung electri
cal and mechanical genius of the world's
history) left behind for us . It is obvious to
us that this man knew more about electric
ity than any human be ing that has ever
lived to this date. He died before anyone
alive today was born but when he died he
knew more about electricity than anyone
alive today knows. And we are planning to
prove that!

Murray Explaining Tesla Generator ...
The Tesla Rotating Generator (TG) ...

We Jemonstrated a rmat ing electro· magnetic Jevice (Tcsla Gene rator)
that can power a mercury vapor lamp with at a saving of about one third
of thE" cosr ro operate it. It matches the source impedance with no
ballast <J[ all.

Jim Murmy. full rime resea rcher for BWT and [X)Ssible the leading
expert on Nicola Tesla. explains the Tesla Ge nerator ro the aud ience of
thousands. Jim explained that what the audience was witneSSing cannot
be done.

Close Up of Scope (TG) ...

Power Controller ...

Looking at the scope while our Tesla Generator was in operation. a
square wave can be seen. This is incredible. It is not poss ible to get a
square wave from a rotating decrro·magnetic device. Tesla always did
rhe impossible.

Electric motors usually Jo not march rhe load to the power output. 'all'
there is a low COSt computerizeJ Jcvice that goes betwcen the power
sou rce and the motor that saves up to 50% the electricity consumed by
any inducrive motor'
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Heat Paint demonstration ...

THERE IS A LOT MORE WHERE
THIS CAME FROM. BWT IS DEV..
ELOPING HUNDREDS OF TECH..
NOLOGIES. THIS BROCHURE
CONTAINS MERELY A SAMPLING
OF WHAT IS TO COME ...
There is a noiseless] ack Hammer sold through the
network currently, a heat paint that can transfer
heat evenly through the walls themselves, a Theft
Interrupter circuit that can keep your car from get
ting stolen, a Fire' Barrier product that when sprayed
on things makes them fire retardant, a fire shaker for
putting out stove fires (even when you are not at
home), a new compressor that works on permanent
magnets, a whole line of fire extinguishers, house
hold products ... even a flying saucer!

This board is painteJ with the special paint and low voltage c!ectricity
is sent from one copper plme on one end to the other. Heat is trans
ferred across the entire surface. The pa int can he pa inted over with the
color of choice.

Cooking Egg with Heat Paint and 9v Battery ...

The Fire Barrier ...

Special paint ca n be painted on a surface anJ then it tr<ll1sfers heat
from a low voltage energy source. There are lost of applications ... on
the walls to heat your home ... defrost jer wings... keep snow off your
dri veway ...and on ...

We have a full line of fire fighting and prevention equipment thar is the
best in the woriJ. Spray the dtapes, couch or Christl"''' tree with a clear,
odorless, organic product and stop worrying about it catching fire.

The Theft Interrupter
Circuit...
Make it impossible for a
thief co steal your car (even
if they have your keys).
They must know to put the
tum signal on first (or other
item of your choice) or the
car locks up and will not
starr and ca nnot be hot
wired! The on ly way to take
your car is to tow it.
Another device we sell will
stop car jackers l
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Fire Shaker ...
In most house fires, the fire
starts at the kitchen stove.
The Fire Shaker is beads of
Siliconatcd materi al that
will not cake up and wi ll
always he in dry powJer
form (0 put out the firc.
Even pour water in it, and it
will remain dry.
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Permanent Magnet Compressor ...

Flying Saucer ...

A compressor ca n be built in which the piston chamber and plunger
operate on two strong magnets and a big spring. The piston is pulled
back by magnetic attraction and briefly de- magnetized anel the spring
takes over.

Of course there is a flying saucer. This one is very much manmade, and
it flew in the 50's in Europe. It was made by Prof. j.R.R. Searl. We plan
soon to have our own model so we can give visitors rides (We will
charge for them) .

THE COMPANY THAT RESEARCHES AND DEVELOPS ALL OF THIS
TECHNOLOGY IS BETTER WORLD TECHNOLOGIES, INC. IT IS
OWNED BY DENNIS LEE...
There are all sorts of technologies that are presently in progress. BWT has several research facilities and
machine/fabrication shops staffed to get the job done. Learning a lesson from the earlier California days,
BWT is spread out all over the USA. In the United States, BWT is funding research in Florida,
Delaware, California, Missouri, Colorado, Idaho, North Dakota, Washington, Virginia, New Mexico,
Nevada, Iowa, Indiana as well as supporting several facilities in New Jersey. The march of technologies
is ongoing. We are also financing inventors in other parts of the world. When inventors have ideas that
Better World Technology thinks will work, we get involved. We help the inventor get the project to the
prototype stage, and then to the pre-production stage and into production as well. When this has been
accomplished, United Community Services of America gets involved with the national dealer network.
UCS of A is capable of manufacturing/assembling the product as well as marketing and financing sales.

SOME OTHER EXCITING PROJECTS
IN THE WORKS...
A NEW PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY...
It can eliminate the need for NASA altogether. This device will be able to get one G of force with a 10
horsepower motor. This means that 1,000 pounds can be levitated using a10 HP motor. It also means
that with another 10 HP (20 HP), one thousand pounds could be raised through our atmosphere at 32
feet per second per second. With 30 HP it could be raised at 64 feet per second per second (of course, it
could levitate 3,000 pounds or raise 1,500 pounds up at the rate of 32 feet per second per second). This
means that the engine in your existing pickup truck could raise the same payload into space as the cur
rent space ship launching by NASA is doing now (without a launching pad or very much exhaust). This
means we will soon be capable of low cost space travel. We could go into space, pick up mineral rich
asteroids, and return to the earth with them with no re-entry problems to mine the richest deposits of
minerals known to man (asteroids from space). Plus a lot more.
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A CAMERA THAT FILMS THROUGH WALLS, STEEL WALLS AND
EVEN YOUR SKIN OR MUSCLE LAYERS TO TAKE PICTURES (STILL
OR VIDEO) OF WHAT IS ON THE OTHER SIDE
This camera will be able to take pictures of your vital organs while you are standing up or even take a
video of your skeleton while you are standing or laying down. The doctor can look at your heart through
your clothes, see tumors, plaque, or even the size and color of your appendix while you are standing
there! Emergency staff at an accident could send videos thru a modem to the doctor at the emergency
room to prescribe treatment right at the scene!

AN EXPLOSIVE PROOF MESH
Imagine lining the insides of gas tanks and tankers with an explosive proof mesh that will prevent that
tank from ever blowing up (NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS). ALSO IMAGINE LINING NOT
ONLY THE TANKS, BUT ALSO THE BAGGAGE COMPARTMENTS OF JET PLANES WITH
THIS... GOOD BYE TERRORISM!

BWT HAS OBTAINED THE EXCLUSIVE MARKETING RIGHTS TO A
PROCESS THAT CAN NEUTRALIZE ALL RADIOACTIVE WASTE
(ALPHA, BETA, AND GAMMA) FOR THE ENTffiE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA.
Believe it or not, there is a process that can enable scientists to use Browns Gas in a special way to neu
tralize radioactive waste. BWT became partners with Professor Yull Brown for the marketing rights to
the process in the USA. While the government is trying to take the radioactive materials that arc cur
rently exposing the people of this country to the greatest threat to their existence in our history and bury
it in the ground, there is a much better solution. It can be made completely stable and thus neutral. It
has already been demonstrated. This is by far the most important discovery of all we have found. The
following picture is of a New York Congressman the Honorable Dan Haley addressing an audience in
which he is relating the details of a demonstration which Professor Yull Brown did for a US
Congressman, Honorable Berkley Bedell of California In it a piece of cobalt 60 was over 90% neutral
ized in one pass. The geiger counter in the room did not go off, b~t the geiger counter that read the
radioactive level of the sample in the first place was at a reading of 1,000 just before the procedure and
instantly went' to a reading of only 40 after Professor Yull Brown zapped the sample. The U.S.
Congressman, after witnessing the demonstration, called the Department of Energy and they sent five
scientists down to witness the same demonstra
tion with the same results, We are currently try
ing to get the US government officials to wake up
and let us do a very public demonstration of the
process to prove to the people of this country that
the entire nuclear waste problem can be elimi
nated (NOT JUST BURIED AND POST
PONED FOR A WHILE), The UCSA dealers
cannot distribute this technology, so we found a
unique way for them as a group to profit by using
this unique technology.
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WITH MORE COMING THAN YOU COULD
EVER IMAGINE
THIS IS A PROJECT OF THE HEART. WE HAVE DARED TO DREAM
THE IMPOSSmLE DREAM AND FOLLOW THE VISION
The idea that energy could and should be freely abundant is not necessarily harmful to the infrastruc
ture of America. It certainly is not to the rest of the world. This could be a great boost in production,
especially since electricity has been the single most important technology to the GNP of this country
(see chart below left). What could free fuel really do for the production of goods and services in the
USA? There is no reason why the big utilities cannot exploit their grid system to deliver it. There is no
reason why the fossil fuels people would go broke just because they lose one market when they have
petro-chemicals. (Maybe we can stop destroying trees to live in permanent plastic homes.) We have
been laughed at because we were foolish enough to fight the big oil and gas companies. We have perse
vered through a decade of this attitude. Now, we are certain that when the people see clear alternatives
they will stop laughing. We started on nothing and have deliberately grown through incredible obsta
cles to the place where we have a nationwide distribution network, factories, machine shops, foundries,
and all sorts of expertise. Our dealers range from an elderly lady on social security to the largest refrig
eration supply house in the USA. Major corporations have also bought in. We are a force that will not
be stopped. In 1996 BWT was inducted into the International Inventors Hall of fame. In the same year
we went to Washington DC and did an energy show for the Congress and all representatives of the
Federal Government. More importantly, we did two tours of the entire United States. We showed the
people more than their Department of Energy has ever shown them ... The most astonishing part is that
this is just the beginning. FREE Energy is energy the consumer does not have to pay for. The machines
cost money, but FREE Energy is more than possible and is very practical now! We do not believe in over
unity. Energy must come from somewhere, but to say there is no such thing as perpetual motion is sheer
folly. Of course there is (as long as there is a perpetual energy source)! Gravity, solar, magnetics are all
examples of a perpetual energy source. The earth ( a huge mass) has traveled around the sun at 78,000
mph (faster than anything man has ever built) pretty much perpetually. The energy source is the suns
gravitational pull! If we could tap into the same energy source would it not be perpetual motion?
GNP and Electric
Consumption chart ...
Tnis charr snows the
amount of electricity con
sumed in the USA in the
the last 90 years. The same
line also shows the GNP for
the last 90 years. Does this
tell you anything about the
financial importance of elec
tricity to the USA!

Inventor Hall of Fame Award for BWT (t996) ...

1996
AD VA NCED
TE CH N I C AL
THEORY
AW ARD
Dennis L ee G rou t)
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Tbe research ream for Bener World Technology won thl' ADVANCED
TECHNICAL THEORY AWARD for rne conceprs of free energy lVe
lVere then working on . It was for our theories on how to eliminate a\l
forms of pollution world wide and get uS alit of the fossil fuel s era.
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Grog Cartoon ...

Seattle ALTERNATIVE Factory ...

We do not want a new
world, we want a hcttl'r
world, so we just decided to
get down into the water and
hope that the people wi II be
willing to hack us up. The
technologies to do the job
are available and we have
survived the struggle thus
far. We believe the people
arc ready for world changi ng
technologies!

"Now, Grog! Th(ow! ... Thf~W! . . . Throw throw
throw fhrow throw throw! . . :'

We started out manufacturing for oursel ves and we know that end o( it.
In our national network of 2,000 dealers nationwide we have foundries,
factories, marketing otgan izations, and machine shops. We can build,
develop, and market any prac tical technology.

We Have Skilled
Technicians ...
Our Company has Machine Shops ...
We have pro~ sionals on
the payroll to fabricate,
machine or huild and test
anyrhing wherher it is metal,
wooJ Dr electronics. In addi
tion, many of our dea lers
have these skills and often
volunteer their services.

------~----------~

We have thrce machine shops of our own at the beaconed cal l of the
var ious researchers that we have in house and scattered throughout the
world . We do nor typically send out work unless it is impossihle (or our
sid ers to learn much.

Our Support Shops ...

Our Support Technicians ...

We have all our own bridgeports, lathes, metal saws, grinders anJ all the
equipment we need.

We have

"in,hous~1O

machin.i sts, we lders computer specialist!), etc.
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Research Scientists ...

Pre-Production Shop and Expertise ...
~~rr,jj:--T

'v./e have expen s on staff in ciectronics, mechani cs, engineering. com·

puters. hydraulics, fabrications , metalurgy, chemistry, elecniciry ... we also
support outside inventors.

Once a wurking model has been made of an invention, it is time to get a
different team on rhe job. Those who do pre-production modeling ~l re
different than inventors. They make a model thar can be copied for
manufacturing_

The BWT Think Tank...

At the BWT Research Resort, we h ave a 20 room
facility with sauna, hot tub, and a country kitchen
and all the service staff. We also have another
machine shop, storage, and fabrication shop.
Experts are assembled here to live and think togeth
er until a problem is solved whether it only takes a
day or two, weeks, or even longer. We even have a
surveillance proof conference room. Security is very
tight! BWT speaks to no one except UCSA who
only speaks to their dealers. (note : R.]. Pirrone is a

business brol<er that buys and sells UCSA dealerships to
the public. The)' talk to anyone interes ted) .The only
exception is that we do also speak to outside inven
tors who want to join or effort.

We have a hord [):pe facility where expens ,Ue bn.)ugln together to work
and live together until a problem Can be solved. There arc conference
and thin k rank rooms with a fully equipped shop, engineering comput
ers, and library.

ALL OF THE PRODUCTS DEVELOPED AND FUNDED BY BWT WILL
BE MARKETED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE 2,000 DEALERS IN THE
UNITED COMMUNITY SERVICES NETWORK
Only the dealers in the network will ever have the rights to distribute these technologies worldwide!
The dealers have already been recruited. If you see something in this brochure that you would like to
buy, you will have to contact a UCS of A dealer in order to do so. If you just want information about a
product or products in this brochure you will have to contact a dealer to get it. There is no group or enti
ty in the world that is powerful enough to deal directly with UCS of A or BWT on any of these tech
nologies. PLEASE DO NOT WASTE OUR TIME TRYING TO GO DIRECT. BWT deals ONLY with
UCS of A, and UCS of A deals ONLY with their dealers. UCS of A will NEVER issue another dealer
ship. All 2,000 have already been issued. THERE WILL NEVER BE ANY MORE THAN THAT! If you
are interested in getting involved with the distribution of these technologies, you must buyout one of
the existing dealers. If a dealer in good standing wishes to sell their dealership to anyone else (or to any
business entity) they most certainly may.
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A NOTICE OF CAUTION FOR ANY WOULD BE BUYERS OF UCS OF A
DEALERSmpS:
Let us caution the buyer that you should get official recognition from UCS of A of the transaction before
giving the seller any money to buy a UCS of A dealership. UCS of A will work with the dealers for them
to properly sell their dealerships to others. The price will be whatever the dealer agrees to take for the
dealership. Before buying one, the would be buyer is entitled to receive written confirmation from UCS
of A that the dealership is, indeed, a valid dealership and is in good standing. The dealers have been
recently selling their dealerships for as much as 50 times what they sold for when it all began in 1988.
Of course, as the companies develop more of a product line the value of these dealerships can be expect
ed to increase. UCS OF A realizes that the potential for increased value was an attraction for certain of
the original dealers. Some of the dealers initially bought multiple dealerships so they could sell one or
more of them to get operating capital for the one they decided to work themselves. It is very much in
the best interests of UCS of A to have productive dealership entities rather than inactive dealers that
are speculating. It is also good for the project that someone that cannot do much with the opportunity
they have be able to sell it to a new owner that intends to move products. Even if the new owner is spec
ulating themselves, it is the belief that ultimately someone will purchase the dealership with the idea in
mind of doing something with it. The more a dealer pays for the opportunity, the more they will have
to do with it, so UCS of A is pleased to see dealers selling the opportunity for a good return to them
selves. UCS of A has nothing to do with a transaction between a dealer wishing to sell his, her, or their
dealership to another party, but MUST insist that the new buyer be obligated to the original contract
and all modifications to date! When a person, group of investors, or corporation buys one of these exist
ing dealerships, they are buying a relationship with UCS of A. While some of that goes all the way back
in time a decade, we MUST insist on uniformity in the network. ALL THOSE WHO TAKE OVER
DEALERSHIPS MUST ALSO ABIDE BY ALL THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE PRO
JECT. THE SELLING DEALER CANNOT CHANGE THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
BETWEEN THE COMPANY AND THE NEW OWNER OF THE DEALERSHIP.

IF THE READER OF THIS BROCHURE IS INTERESTED IN OBTAINING
FURTHER INFORMATION ON ANYTHING COVERED IN THIS
BROCHURE, CONTACT US AT:

BeFreeTech.com 386-868-2846 Kurt Annaheim
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